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We derive a theoretical model for phonon thermal boundary conductance across solid interfaces in the high temperature
classical limit using quasi-harmonic thermodynamics, an approach that accounts for phonon anharmonicity effects on
energy density changes via thermal expansion. Commonly-used predictive models based on harmonic theory predict a
thermal boundary conductance in the classical limit that is that constant and independent of temperature. Thus, these
theories do not capture the increase in thermal boundary conductance with increasing temperature that has been re-
ported in numerous molecular dynamics and anharmonic non-equilibrium Green’s function simulations. Our model
accounts for anharmonic effects on the thermal boundary conductance via an increased internal energy of the material
through an additional quasi-harmonic term that includes the material’s Grüneisen parameter. We show good agree-
ment between our model calculations and the predicted thermal boundary conductance across a heavy argon/argon
interface determined via molecular dynamics simulations. Further, our results also capture the contribution of inelastic
scattering to thermal boundary conductance across a silicon/germanium interface predicted from anharmonic nonequi-
librium Green’s functions simulations. Our quasi-harmonic thermodynamic-based theory suggests that an increase in
thermal boundary conductance with an increase in temperature above the Debye temperature is due to anharmonicity
in the materials adjacent to the interface, which is captured by the thermal expansion-driven phonon energy density
changes in the materials. This theory is also consistent with prior molecular dynamics and anharmonic non-equilibrium
Green’s function simulations that suggest that inelastic scattering effects on thermal boundary conductance are driven
by phononic processes in materials near the interface and not at the interface. This model can help in screening ma-
terials for high interface density composites to increase thermal conductance and mitigate temperature in a range of
applications.

I. INTRODUCTION1

Heterogeneous material interfaces are ubiquitous in novel2

material composites that drive current and future technolo-3

gies from nano to macroscales. Exemplary applications in-4

clude silicon contacts on the nanometer scale used in logic,1,2
5

phase change material interfaces used in non-volatile memory6

and photonic circuits,3–5 wide- and ultrawide-bandgap mate-7

rial junctions used in amplifier and power devices,6,7 and poly-8

crystalline and multiphase composites used as thermal barrier9

coatings in engines or leading edges during high Mach num-10

ber flight,8–13 to name a few. As characteristic length scales11

of materials decrease, resulting in increases in densities of12

phases and heterogeneous interfaces, the temperature drops13

across these interfaces become the source of the dominant14

thermal resistance of the composite material. This thermal15

boundary conductance then becomes the critical thermophys-16

ical property needed to understand and mitigate heat flow to17

ensure optimum functionality of technologies from nano to18

macroscales.14–16
19

The phonon thermal boundary conductance across hetero-20

geneous interfaces has been of interest to a range of com-21

munities dating back to Kapitza’s original work in 1941 on22
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the temperature drop across solid/liquid helium interfaces at23

cryogenic temperatures.17 Several reviews over the past 5024

years have discussed both theoretical and experimental ad-25

vances that have furthered our understanding of this phonon26

interfacial process, including the importance and necessity27

in understanding heat flow across heterogeneous interfaces28

at non-cryogenic temperatures, i.e., room temperature and29

above.14–16,18–21 However the theoretical understanding of30

phonon thermal boundary conductance is relatively limited at31

elevated temperatures where materials are in the classical limit32

in terms of the thermal statistics of the phonons’ populations33

as compared to that at cryogenic and near-room temperatures.34

This under-developed understanding of thermal boundary35

conductance in the classical limit is partially driven by the lack36

of experimental measurements at these temperatures. Classi-37

cal molecular dynamics simulations of thermal boundary con-38

ductance across interfaces have provided invaluable insight39

into this phononic process in the classical limit; however, as40

we discuss in detail in the following section, the temperature41

dependence of thermal boundary conductance in several of42

these MD studies, which have been ascribed to anharmonic43

processes, are not described by standard theories that predict44

phonon thermal boundary conductance. Some of the most45

widely applied theoretical models for phonon thermal bound-46

ary conductance are rooted in harmonic thermodynamic the-47

ory, which immediately presents a discrepancy between mod-48

els and molecular dynamics simulations.49
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Here, we derive a theoretical model for phonon thermal50

boundary conductance across solid interfaces in the classical51

limit using quasi-harmonic thermodynamics,22 an approach52

that accounts for phonon energy density changes via ther-53

mal expansion. This theory provides insight into the temper-54

ature dependence of the phonon thermal boundary conduc-55

tance at high temperatures by accounting for anharmonic ef-56

fects on the thermal boundary conductance via an increased57

internal energy of the material through an additional quasi-58

harmonic term that includes the material’s Grüneisen pa-59

rameter. This anharmonicity-driven phonon energy density60

change can not be predicted by traditionally employed har-61

monic thermodynamic-based theories, highlighting the impor-62

tance of evoking quasi-harmonic thermodynamics formalisms63

to understand phonon transport across interfaces.64

II. BACKGROUND AND REVIEW65

In the Dulong-Petit limit, at temperatures around and above66

the Debye temperature (ΘD), the volumetric heat capacity of a67

harmonic solid at constant volume is given byCCL,H = 3nkB,68

where n is the atomic density and kB is Boltzmann’s con-69

stant. Here we use the subscript “H” to denote harmonic70

formalisms. In this high temperature classical limit (denoted71

by “CL”), however, volumetric thermal expansion driven by72

crystal anharmonicity leads to a temperature dependence that73

is not captured by this purely harmonic Dulong-Petit expres-74

sion. This additional heat capacity, CQH, driven by the differ-75

ence between the heat capacity at constant pressure and that76

at constant volume, is given by CCL,QH = 9Bα2T in the77

classical limit, where B is the bulk modulus, α is the coeffi-78

cient of thermal expansion and T is the absolute temperature.79

Thus, in the quasi-harmonic approximation (denoted by the80

subscript “QH”), the volumetric heat capacity of a solid in the81

high temperature classical limit is82

CCL = CH,CL + CQH,CL = 3nkB + 9Bα2T. (1)

Note, our use of the subscript “CL” is to indicate that we83

assume classical limit assumptions for the population distri-84

butions. Equation 1 is readily derived from quasi-harmonic85

thermodynamic relationships,22 and strictly valid in the clas-86

sical limit. The thermal expansion coefficient can be fur-87

ther defined in terms of the material’s Grüneisen parame-88

ter, γ, via the quasi-harmonic thermodynamics relationship89

γ = 3Bα/CH = mv2α/kB so that Eq. 1 becomes90

CCL = 3nkB

(
1 +

3kBγ
2T

mv2

)
(2)

where m is the mass of the atom so that mn = ρ, with ρ91

being the mass density of the solid. These quasi-harmonic92

expressions for heat capacity are readily used to predict the93

volumetric heat capacity of solids, but have not been invoked94

in theoretical semi-classical treatments of thermal boundary95

conductance, h.96

The goal of this work is to develop an analytical model that97

can provide insight into why the thermal boundary conduc-98
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the temperature derivative of the Bose Ein-
stein distribution

(
N =

(
exp

[
~ωD (kBT )−1]− 1

)−1
)

to that of

its high temperature classical limit
(
N = kBT (~ωD)−1) at the De-

bye frequency, ωD. We multiply each calculation of ∂N/∂T by the
Debye temperature, ΘD, and plot ΘD∂N/∂T for frequency ωD as
a function of T/ΘD. There is less than 8% error in approximating
the temperature derivative Bose-Einstein distribution for the phonon
population with that of the classical distribution, kB/ (~ωD) at the
Debye temperature, with this difference decreasing with increasing
temperature.

tance between two solids increases with increasing tempera-99

ture in the classical limit (e.g., when the phonon spectrum can100

be described by classical statistical mechanics and the heat ca-101

pacity derived under harmonic assumptions is CH = 3nkB).102

Note, in this work we approximate the classical limit as the103

temperature regime in which the temperature is greater than104

the Debye temperature; as shown in Fig. 1, when T > ΘD,105

there is less than 8% error in approximating the temperature106

derivative Bose-Einstein distribution for the phonon popula-107

tion with that of the classical distribution, kB/ (~ω), with this108

difference decreasing with increasing temperature.109

The increasing trend in thermal boundary conductance with110

increasing temperature has been well documented from a111

number of classical molecular dynamics (MD) studies,23–35
112

where the nature of these simulations invoke classical dynam-113

ics to determine heat flow across interfaces. In this classi-114

cal limit, the harmonic heat capacity, CH, is a constant value115

as previously mentioned. Traditional and commonly em-116
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ployed models that are used to describe the thermal bound-117

ary conductance across solid interfaces (e.g., various mod-118

els anchored in acoustic or diffuse mismatch theory)19,36–49
119

are rooted in the assumption that the thermal boundary con-120

ductance is proportional to CH. Thus regardless of the in-121

puts and assumptions used in calculating the thermal bound-122

ary conductance using any variations of these mismatch mod-123

els, this approach fails to capture the classical limit temper-124

ature trend observed in classical MD, and therefore does not125

properly describe the underlying phonon physics that are ob-126

served in these aforementioned classical MD results.23–35 Re-127

cent computational works have used anharmonic nonequilib-128

rium Green’s function (NEGF) formalisms to show that that129

an increase in thermal boundary conductance driven by an-130

harmonicity can also occur at temperatures below the Debye131

temperature,50,51 which again is a trend not captured in har-132

monic NEGF simulations.50–55
133

An explanation for an unexpected increase in thermal134

boundary conductance with an increase in temperature that135

can not be explained by these aforementioned harmonic-based136

mismatch theories is commonly attributed to multiple phonon137

processes (i.e., inelastic scattering) that is driven by anhar-138

monicity at or near the interface. Experimental measurements139

suggesting this processes were first reviewed by Swartz and140

Pohl19 and subsequently been the focus of several works that141

have evoked this inelastic scattering postulate to explain ex-142

perimental data.56–61 However, it is important to note that none143

of these experimental measurements of thermal boundary con-144

ductance were taken at temperatures above both materials’145

Debye temperatures. Thus, the mechanisms that are con-146

tributing to the disagreement between the experimental mea-147

surements and the harmonic-based mismatch theories may not148

necessarily translate to the phononic processes driving the in-149

crease in thermal boundary conductance with temperature that150

are observed in the MD and anharmonic NEGF simulations.151

For example, in many of our prior works, we have im-152

plemented energy balances among multiple phonon states in153

both materials comprising the interface to account for mul-154

tiple phonon inelastic scattering that can explain the afore-155

mentioned experimental results.62–64 However, these mod-156

els are rooted in harmonic theory. Thus when both materi-157

als are at temperatures in the classical limit, these harmonic158

theories predict a temperature-independent thermal bound-159

ary conductance, in disagreement with observed molecular160

dynamic trends. Indeed, even when assuming maximum161

phonon transmission and inelastic radiation limits (i.e., allow-162

ing all inelastic processes to contribute to thermal boundary163

conductance),59,65–67 harmonic-based models always predict164

a temperature independent thermal boundary conductance,165

highlighting a void between traditional, and commonly em-166

ployed mismatch models and a wide body of molecular dy-167

namics works.168

Motived by this, in the remainder of this work we derive169

an analytical expression for phonon transmission and thermal170

boundary conductance in the classical limit, ζCL and hCL,171

respectively, using quasi-harmonic thermodynamics that ac-172

counts for the temperature dependence in CCL in the classical173

limit via CQH. Our theory suggests that the temperature de-174

pendence in hCL is due in part to thermal expansion in the175

materials that change the phonon energy density as temper-176

ature is increased. Our model accounts for these phononic177

changes through an additional quasi-harmonic term in ζCL178

and hCL with the materials’ Grüneisen parameters, γ. In addi-179

tion to our model predicting an increase in hCL with tempera-180

ture beyond the harmonic predictions (hCL,H), thus providing181

an explanation and model to predict anharmonic effects on182

thermal boundary conductance, this approach is also consis-183

tent with prior MD and anharmonic NEGF simulations that184

suggest that anharmonic effects on thermal boundary conduc-185

tance is driven by phononic processes and anharmonicity in186

materials near the interface and not at the interface.30,50,55,68
187

Indeed, over a decade ago, we first theorized this69 by red-188

eriving the diffuse mismatch model and accounting for intrin-189

sic three-phonon scattering events near the interface, success-190

fully predicting the classical MD-simulated thermal bound-191

ary conductance across a Stillinger-Weber silicon/germanium192

interface23 and its increase in thermal boundary conductance193

vs. temperature in the classical limit. This model, however,194

is still rooted in harmonic thermodynamics (i.e., the predicted195

heat capacities of the materials are constant in the classical196

limit, which is inconsistent with MD simulations),70 but ac-197

counted for inelastic scattering through a three phonon scat-198

tering rate that was included in the calculation of hCL. Fur-199

ther, the model requires knowledge of three phonon scattering200

rates in each material comprising the interface, which is not as201

widely accessible as bulk thermodynamic properties that can202

be inputs to the model derived in this work.203

It is important to note that to date, there have been no ex-204

perimental measurements of hCL across solid interfaces in the205

classical limit, as previously mentioned. However, given the206

classical nature of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we207

benchmark out theory against thermal boundary conductance208

determined across a Lennard-Jones heavy Ar/Ar interface that209

we simulate with MD in this work. We show these compar-210

isons of our model to MD simulations in Section IV after211

we derive our quasi-harmonic thermodynamic-based model212

for hCL in the following section. Additionally, we compare213

our model to recent anharmonic NEGF simulations of ther-214

mal boundary conductance across Si/Ge interfaces50 by ex-215

tending our model to lower temperatures below the Debye216

temperature, which demonstrates the utility and potential of217

our quasi-harmonic thermal boundary conductance formalism218

for capturing inelastic scattering effects on thermal boundary219

conductance even at lower temperatures.220

Along these lines, while the derivation of our model in the221

classical limit thus allows for simplified analytical expres-222

sions to calculate h including quasi-harmonic effects in the223

classical in the classical limit, the formalism derived herein224

can also be implemented at lower temperatures by accounting225

for quantum effects in the phonon distribution function. We226

thus present a more generalized form of our model to account227

for lower temperature phonon distributions and more generic228

phonon dispersions in the Appendix.229

As a final note before deriving our model, it is important to230

differentiate the anharmonicity that is captured in our quasi-231

harmonic model from that which is accounted for in three-232
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phonon scattering processes in materials. Our model derived233

in this work accounts for the anharmonicity-driven energy234

density changes to the phononic spectra in the materials com-235

prising the interface. This manifests itself as an increased236

temperature dependence in the phononic heat flux, which also237

impacts the phonon transmission coefficient. In our phonon238

transmission coefficient calculations, we assume all phonon239

modes in each material can exchange energy upon diffusive240

interface scattering via diffuse mismatch theory, an analytical241

formalism originally proposed by Dames and Chen67 (note, a242

similar processes involving specular interface scattering can243

also be captured via acoustic mismatch theory as presented by244

Prasher and Phelan).39 Thus, our quasi-harmonic model ac-245

counts for both energy density changes and inelastic phonon246

conversion driven by thermal expansion on thermal bound-247

ary conductance across interfaces. While decoupling these248

two processes is not our focus here, it is important to note249

that the inelastic scattering processes that we account for in250

the phonon energy conversion across an interface are differ-251

ent than the intrinsic three-phonon processes (e.g., Umklapp252

processes) that drive phonon-phonon scattering in a homoge-253

neous material. Inelastic effects on the thermal conductance254

between two materials are driven by the phonon energy densi-255

ties in both materials adjacent to the interface, where intrinsic256

three-phonon scattering processes are occurring only in one257

material. Or stated differently in the context of our model,258

inelastic effects on phonon conversion across interfaces will259

involve the Grüneisen parameters of both materials at the in-260

terface, where intrinsic three-phonon effects will only account261

for anharmonicity and the Grüneisen parameter in a single262

material. Our current formalism is derived to capture the for-263

mer process, where our prior formalism only accounted for the264

later.69 Depending on the control volume assumed to analyze265

the thermal boundary conductance across interfaces (e.g., how266

far away from the interface one considers when defining the267

interfacial region temperature drop), both processes could be268

playing a role in the calculated or measured thermal boundary269

conductance.270

III. THEORY271

We root our theoretical derivation and calculations of hCL272

in the quasi-harmonic approximation and semi-classical for-273

malisms, and for analytical simplicity, we assume an isotropic274

Brillouin zone. This allows for useful closed form expressions275

of hCL in the classical limit permitting useful relationships be-276

tween phonon velocities, Grüneisen parameters and thermal277

boundary conductances across material interfaces. For gen-278

eral applicability, we show the derivation and equations with-279

out these isotropy assumptions in the Appendix, but all of the280

calculations in this work are based on the isotropic Brillouin281

zone assumption.282

This isotropic Brillouin zone approach is common in prior283

derivations of CH and hH in the harmonic limit. For example,284

isotropy permits us to assume a spherical Brillouin zone so285

that the harmonic heat capacity is given by286

CH =
1

8π3

∑
j

2π∫
0

π∫
0

kmax∫
0

~ωk,j
∂N

∂T
k2 sin (θ) dkdθdφ

=
1

2π2

∑
j

kmax∫
0

~ωkk2
∂N

∂T
dk

(3)

where N is the Bose-Einstein distribution, which in the clas-287

sical limit, becomes N = kBT/ (~ω), so that288

CCL,H =
kB
2π2

∑
j

kmax∫
0

k2dk (4)

When assuming 3 modes and a maximum phonon wavevec-289

tor of kmax = 2π/a′, where a′ is an effective lattice con-290

stant that accounts for the correct volume of the Brillouin291

zone, Eq. 4 reduces to CCL,H = 4πkB/a
′3. The correct292

choice of effective lattice constant, a′, is necessary to ensure293

the correct number of modes depending the assumption of294

the Brillouin zone symmetry. For a spherical Brillouin zone,295

a′ = a0
3
√

(4π/(3b), a0 is the equilibrium lattice constant and296

b is the number of atoms in the unit cell, so that n = b/a30.297

This leads to CCL,H = 3nkB.298

We show calculations of Eqs. 3 and 4 in Fig. 2 for silicon299

assuming 6 modes (3 acoustic and 3 optical) and a maximum300

wavevector of kmax = 2π/a0, where a0 = 5.43 × 10−10 m301

for silicon.72 For input into Eq. 3, we determine ωk by fitting302

a 4th order polynomial49 to the acoustic and optical modes303

along the Γ→ X direction of the Si phonon dispersion calcu-304

lated by Weber.73 We make no adjustment to the lattice param-305

eter to account for inaccuracies in our Brillouin zone volume306

based on our isotropic assumption due to the fact that we are307

using realistic dispersion relations along a specific Brillouin308

zone direction; this results in an error in CCL,H calculation of309

(CCL,H/ (3nkB)) − 1 = π/3 − 1 ∼ 5% for a diamond cu-310

bic crystal structure. We also include measured reference data311

in Fig. 2 for the volumetric heat capacity of Si.71 Consistent312

with our discussion in reference to Fig. 1, the discrepancy be-313

tween CH (which agrees well with the experimental data at314

temperatures up to the Debye temperature, c.f., Fig. 2 inset)315

and CCL,H is ∼ 8%.316

In this vein, the phonon heat flux in a material that is in-317

cident and perpendicular to some plane in z (such as an in-318

terface) is q =
∑
j

∞∑
kx,j=−∞

∞∑
ky,j=−∞

∞∑
kz,j=0

Uk,jvkz,j , where319

Uj is the internal energy of phonon polarization j, vkz,j is the320

phonon group velocity in the direction perpendicular to the321

interface, and dk = dkxdkydkz . In the classical limit under322

the harmonic Dulong-Petit approximation and assumptions of323

Brillouin zone isotropy, qH is given by324

qCL,H =
1

8π2

∑
j

∫
kj

~ωkk2Nvk,jdk =
kBT

8π2

∑
j

∫
kj

k2vk,jdk

(5)
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FIG. 2. Reference data for the volumetric heat capacity of silicon as
a function of temperature71 compared to the heat capacity calculated
via harmonic and quasi-harmonic thermodynamic formalisms. CH is
calculated via Eq. 3 andCCL,H from Eq. 4, where the only difference
is Eq. 4 assumes N = kBT (~ω)−1, which is strictly valid only at
high temperatures above the Debye temperature, where Eq. 3 uses the
Bose-Einstein distribution function valid over all temperatures. Both
CH and CH,CL predict relatively constant heat capacities for temper-
atures above the Debye temperature ΘD, which, for silicon is indi-
cated in the plot.72 Calculations of the heat capacity that account for
volume expansion via quasi-harmonic thermodynamics are indicated
by C, which include both harmonic (H) and quasi-harmonic (QH)
contributions (calculations derived from the temperature derivative
of Eq. 7 assuming N =

(
exp

[
~ω (kBT )−1]− 1

)−1
. Accounting

for volume expansion driven by anharmonicity via quasi-harmonic
thermodynamics correctly captures the heat capacity of silicon above
its Debye temperature. The inset shows calculations of the various
heat capacity models over a wider temperature range. For these cal-
culations we use a gray and mode independent value of γ = 0.6 that
is independent of temperature by fitting C to the experimental data.
Implications of this assumption on thermal boundary conductance
calculations are discussed later.

where vk = vkz/ |cos (θ)| is the phonon group velocity.74
325

Note, assuming an isotropic Debye solid, Eq. 5 becomes326

qCL,H = 3nkBTv/4. Recognizing the familiar Landauer327

relationship75 that h =
∫
k

ζk∂qk/∂Tdk results in the common328

expression for the thermal boundary based on transmission of329

phonon energy in the classical limit330

hCL,H =
kB
8π2

∑
j

∫
kj

k2vk,jζk,jdk. (6)

We discuss the transmission coefficient, ζ in more detail be-331

low, but first we turn our attention to the the fact that this332

expression is derived under the typically assumed harmonic333

assumptions so that, assuming a Debye solid and follow-334

ing standard derivations in the Dulong-Petit limit, hH =335

3nkBvζCL,H/4 = CHvζH/4.76 Clearly, the assumption of a336

temperature independent heat capacity in the classical limit337

manifests itself into predictions of hCL that are also temper-338

ature independent, which is inconsistent with the aforemen-339

tioned several works that report on a temperature dependent340

thermal boundary conductance using classical molecular dy-341

namics simulations.23–35
342

The first consideration in accounting for anharmonicity in343

Eq. 6 is to properly account for changes in the heat flux, q.344

Thus, we must first consider both the harmonic contribution345

to phonon internal energy, UH, the temperature derviative of346

which results in CH, and the anharmonic portion of the in-347

ternal energy, UQH. The quasi-harmonic thermodynamic ap-348

proximation for UQH accounts for changes in mode energy349

driven from thermal expansion effects through the Grüneisen350

parameter, so that351
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UCL = UCL,H + UCL,QH

=
1

2π2

∑
j

kmax∫
0

~ωkk2Ndk +
1

2

1

4π4

∑
j

kmax∫
0

~ωkk2Nγk,jdk

2

m

6π2

∑
j

kmax∫
0

k2v2k,jdk

=
kBT

2π2

∑
j

kmax∫
0

k2dk +
1

2

k2BT
2

4π4

∑
j

kmax∫
0

k2γk,jdk

2

m

6π2

∑
j

kmax∫
0

k2v2k,jdk

(7)

where γk,j is the wavevector dependent Grüneisen parame-352

ter of phonon polarization j. In the limit of a Debye sys-353

tem with three identical modes and a spectrally independent354

Grüneisen parameter, Eq. 7 simplifies to UCL = 3nkBT +355

9nk2Bγ
2T 2/

(
2mv2

)
so that CCL = ∂U/∂T is equivalent to356

Eq. 2.357

Note, the quantity in the denominator of Eq. 7 is related358

to the bulk modulus, B, only defined on a modal basis with359

high frequency dispersive phonon modes. Strictly speak-360

ing, the bulk modulus is defined as a continuum mechani-361

cal property that we define from the continuum relationship362

B = ρv2, so we caution that our definition of this spec-363

trally dependent B only converges with the measured elas-364

tic property when assuming Debye modes. For example, if365

we assume different longitudinal and transverse modes in this366

Debye continuum limit, the denominator of Eq. 7 becomes367

B = Mn
(
v2L + 2v2T

)
/3 and predicts B = 99.5 GPa for the368

bulk modulus of silicon, assumingM = 4.66×10−26 kg, lon-369

gitudinal and transverse phonon velocities as constant values370

of vL = 8, 190 m s−1 and vT = 5, 510 m s−1, respectively,371

and a maximum wavevector of kmax = (2π/a0) 3
√

3b/ (4π),372

where b = 8 atoms and a0 is the lattice constant for Si.73 This373

predicted value is in close agreement with the accepted mea-374

sured bulk modulus for silicon (B = 100 GPa).77
375

In Fig. 2, we show calculations of C = CH + CQH,376

which is the temperature derivative of Eq. 7 assuming N =377

(exp [~ω/ (kBT )]− 1)
−1. Calculations of C when including378

CQH capture the correct heat capacity temperature trend for379

silicon in the classical limit due to the inclusion of quasi-380

harmonic thermodynamics in its derivation. Note, there is381

a < 5% overestimate in CCL compared to the calculated C382

without using classical statistics at T = ΘD, with this differ-383

ence decreasing with increasing temperature into the classical384

limit.385

The spectrally dependent expression of the internal energy386

defined in Eq. 7 allows us to now include the role of crystal387

anharmonicity on the phonon heat flux via388

qCL = qCL,H + qCL,QH =
kBT

8π2

∑
j

kmax∫
0

k2vk,jdk +

k2BT
2

(∑
j

kmax∫
0

k2γk,j
√
vk,jdk

)2

3π2m
∑
j

kmax∫
0

k2v2k,jdk

(8)

From Eqs. 8, we can now define a thermal boundary con-389

ductance in the classical limit that accounts for anharmonicity390

through thermal expansion via the quasi-harmonic treatment391

given by392

hCL = ζCL


kB
8π2

∑
j

kmax∫
0

k2vk,jdk +

2k2BT

(∑
j

kmax∫
0

k2γk,j
√
vk,jdk

)2

3π2m
∑
j

kmax∫
0

k2v2k,jdk

 (9)
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where now we define ζCL, a transmission coefficient in the393

classical limit that accounts for both the harmonic flux and394

the flux accounting for anharmonicity via the quasi-harmonic395

treatment. We note that we assumed a spectrally independent396

phonon transmission coefficient in Eq. 9, which is assumed397

to facilitate calculation ζCL under the assumptions of detailed398

balance among harmonic and anharmonic fluxes, described399

below. While the role of crystal anharmonicity on the spec-400

trally dependent phonon transmission should be investigated401

(specifically deconvolving the harmonic and anharmonic con-402

tributions for each mode), this is beyond the scope of this first-403

time quasi-harmonic theoretical derivation of phonon thermal404

boundary conductance.405

Analytically determining the phonon transmission co-406

efficient across interfaces has been a topic of many407

studies,39–43,45–49,62–64,78,79 and requires evoking assumptions408

of how modes interact with other modes across interfaces. At409

the elevated temperatures when materials are in the classical410

limit, the dominance of relatively shorter wavelength, higher411

frequency phonons and highly dispersive, low group velocity412

optical modes supports the assumption of diffusive phonon413

scattering as the process driving thermal boundary conduc-414

tance across material interfaces.49 For this work, we thus de-415

rive (ζCL) based on the widely applied diffusive mismatch416

model (DMM).19 In this approach, the definition of diffusive417

scattering coupled with evocation of detailed balance, which418

is rooted in the assumption of black boundaries and subse-419

quent complete phonon thermalization, leads to a transmission420

coefficient taking the form of ζ = q2/ (q1 + q2). For exam-421

ple, assuming harmonic thermodynamics, the elastic phonon422

transmission coefficient becomes423

ζCL,H =

∑
j

kmax,2∫
0

k2v2,k,jdk

∑
j

kmax,1∫
0

k2v1,k,jdk +
∑
j

kmax,2∫
0

k2v2,k,jdk

, (10)

where the subscripts “1” and “2” refer to materials 1 and 2.424

Following this, the thermal boundary conductance predicted425

via the DMM assuming only elastic scattering is given by426

hCL,H =
kB
8π2

∑
j

kmax,1∫
0

k2v1,k,jdk
∑
j

kmax,2∫
0

k2v2,k,jdk

∑
j

kmax,1∫
0

k2v1,k,jdk +
∑
j

kmax,2∫
0

k2v2,k,jdk

.

(11)
For the purpose of this work, we assume this elastic trans-427

mission coefficient is frequency independent up to the maxi-428

mum phonon frequency of the material with the lower max-429

imum phonon frequency,80 an assumption that we have rig-430

orously vetted previously against other spectral assumptions431

in calculating ζCL,H.81 Thus, we only consider wavevectors432

of phonons with energies that are elastically accessible when433

calculating qCL,H and ζCL,H in this work.434

Evoking the same assumptions while including both the435

harmonic and quasi-harmonic fluxes yields the phonon trans-436

mission coefficient that accounts for anharmonicity via vol-437

ume expansion, given as438

ζCL =
q2,CL,H + q2,CL,QH

q1,CL,H + q1,CL,QH + q2,CL,H + q2,CL,QH
(12)

which includes contributions from both harmonic and quasi-439

harmonic fluxes in the classical limit, as defined in Eq. 8,440

consistent with the application of detailed balance used to441

derive the interfacial phonon transmission coefficient. From442

this, the thermal boundary conductance in the classical limit443

that now accounts for anharmonicity via volume expansion444

through quasi-harmonic thermodynamics is given by Eq. 9445

with Eq. 12. It is important to emphasize that when cal-446

culating qH in ζCL and hCL, only wavevectors of phonons447

with energies that are elastically accessible should be consid-448

ered. However, for the qQH contributions, all phonon modes449

should be considered and integrated over when calculating450

this term in ζCL and hCL. Thus, as discussed in Section II,451

our our quasi-harmonic model accounts for both energy den-452

sity changes and inelastic phonon conversion driven by ther-453

mal expansion on thermal boundary conductance across inter-454

faces.455

IV. VALIDATION456

To validate our quasi-harmonic DMM, we first turn to Guo457

et al.’s50 anharmonic NEGF simulations reporting on the ther-458

mal boundary conductance across Si/Ge interfaces as a func-459

tion of temperature, as plotted in Fig. 3 (black symbols). The460

advantage of comparing our model to these simulations is that461

the NEGF formalism is rooted in Landauer theory, so that the462

fundamental assumptions used for calculating thermal bound-463

ary conductance based on phonon transmission are similar464

to those evoked in our DMM approach. Similarly, the force465

constants used to simulate Si and Ge in Guo et al.’s work466

were derived via ab initio approaches,82 so that we can use467

experimentally measured parameters on Si and Ge for input468

to our model, as opposed to modified parameters that would469

be more representative of empirical potentials. The disadvan-470

tage, however, is that the anharmonic NEGF simulations Guo471

et al.’s50 were conducted in a regime that was not in the classi-472

cal limit (i.e., temperatures above the Debye temperature), and473

thus we modify Eqs. 8 and 9 to account for a Bose-Einstein474

distribution at temperatures below the classical limit (see Ap-475

pendix). Further, the force constants and lattice spacing in476

their simulated Si and Ge systems were assumed identical (al-477

beit derived via ab initio approaches), so the validity of using478

experimentally-derived input to our model still could intro-479

duce discrepancies.480

We plot model calculations for the thermal boundary con-481

ductance assuming only harmonic thermodynamics (“Har-482

monic model”), and accounting for anharmonicity through our483

quasi-harmonic thermodynamic derivation (“Quasi-harmonic484

model”). For input into our models, we determine vk,j by485

fitting a 4th order polynomial49 to the acoustic and optical486

modes along the Γ → X direction of the Si and Ge phonon487

dispersion calculated by Weber.73 Atomic mass and number488

density are taken from references.72,77 The last unknown in489
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FIG. 3. Thermal boundary conductance as a function of tempera-
ture for Si/Ge interfaces. Simulated data using both harmonic and
anharmonic NEGF formalisms from Guo et al.50 (square and circle
symbols, respectively) are compared agains the harmonic and quasi-
harmonic models derived in this work (solid and dashed lines, re-
spectively. For model calculations, we assume γ = 0.6 which we
determine from our fit of our quasi-harmonic heat capacity model
to the experimental data, shown in Fig. 2, and we modify Eqs. 8
and 9 to account for a Bose-Einstein distribution at temperatures be-
low the classical limit. This comparison demonstrates that our quasi-
harmonic model can, at least qualitatively, capture of the role of an-
harmonicity on thermal boundary conductance across interfaces.

our model is the Grüneisen parameter for Si and Ge, which490

dictates the relative contribution of the anharmonic heat flux491

in both the phonon transmission and thermal boundary con-492

ductance calculations in the quasi-harmonic model shown in493

Fig. 3. The Grüneisen parameter of materials is a mode494

and frequency dependent quantity, and, as we address be-495

low, rigorous input into our model should account for this496

spectral variation in γk,j .83–93 However, for this comparison497

to the anharmonic NEGF results from Guo et al.,50 we as-498

sume and gray Grüneisen parameter in the calculations of the499

quasi-harmonic model (i.e., γ is independent of mode and fre-500

quency). We assume γ = 0.6 which we determine from our501

fit of our quasi-harmonic heat capacity model to the exper-502

imental data, shown in Fig. 2. This gray Grüneisen param-503

eter may be an acceptable assumption for Si and Ge since504

prior works have shown that γk,j is relatively constant as a505

function of wavevector for the longitudinal modes in these506

materials.83,84,86,87 However, the transverse modes’ Grüneisen507

parameters can exhibit more spectral dependencies than those508

of the longitudinal modes in Si and Ge,83,84,86,87 and so thus509

this introduces a source of assumption-driven error in our510

model.511

Our calculations for thermal boundary conductance across512

the Si/Ge interface using our quasi-harmonic model qualita-513

tively capture the increase in thermal boundary conductance514

with an increase in temperature approaching the Debye tem-515

perature of Si found by Guo et al.’s50 in their anharmonic516

NEGF simulations. This temperature trend is not captured517

by thermal boundary conductance predictions using harmonic518

thermodynamic-based models, also shown in Fig. 3 and fur-519

ther exemplified in Guo et al.’s50 harmonic NEGF simula-520

tions. This comparison demonstrates that our quasi-harmonic521

model can, at least qualitatively, capture of the role of anhar-522

monicity on thermal boundary conductance across interfaces.523

Further, given our model is based on changes in material prop-524

erties adjacent to the interface, and can not capture interfacial525

phonon processes at the interface, our model supports the con-526

clusions from Guo et al.’s50 NEGF simulations and other prior527

MD works30,55,68 that anharmonicity in thermal boundary con-528

ductance can be captured by phononic processes near the in-529

terface (i.e., phonon energy density changes in the material530

adjacent to the interface) as opposed to processes localized at531

the interface.532

We note here that while our model captures the qualitative533

trends with the Si/Ge NEGF simulations from Guo et al.’s534

work,50 there have been other MD or NEGF simulations of535

thermal boundary conductance across Si/Ge interfaces in the536

literature that report different values than those from reported537

by Guo et al.’s.50 For example, prior anharmonic NEGF sim-538

ulations from Dai and Tian51 predict a qualitatively similar539

trend to those of Guo et al.’s50 and to our model predictions540

in this work, however, the magnitude of the anharmonic con-541

tribution in Dai and Tian’s51 Si/Ge thermal boundary conduc-542

tance is∼ 3 times larger. The differing results between Guo et543

al.’s50 and Dai and Tian’s51 reports could be due to procedural544

differences in their simulation domain, NEGF implementa-545

tion, or ab initio inputs, but this is speculation as an analysis546

of the reasons for these differences between two works in the547

literature form other groups is not in the scope of this current548

manuscript. Additionally, we currently do not understand why549

our model would agree better with Guo et al.’s50 calculations550

as opposed to Dai and Tian’s51 unless the use of our literature551

values for the Grüneisen parameter for Si and Ge are better552

captured in Guo et al.’s50 calculations. We address this source553

of uncertainty in more detail below.554

As another example, Landry and McGaughey23 used MD555

simulations to determine the thermal boundary conductance556

across interfaces between Stillinger-Weber Si and Ge, and557

found values that are not only higher than those reported by558

Guo et al.,50 but also showed a much steeper increase in h as559

a function of temperature. In our previous work,69 we devel-560

oped a model that captured these MD predicted trends from561

Landry and McGaughey23 by accounting for intrinsic three-562

phonon scattering events near the interface. Our model for563

these data accounted for phonon scattering at some finite dis-564

tance away from the interface, which led to increases in the565

thermal boundary conductance. For this process to be taking566

place, the material control volume in which thermal boundary567

conductance is considered must be large enough and include568

phonon scattering events several unit cells away from the in-569

terface (depending on the phonon wavelength). Our current570

formalism in this work is not derived to capture these effects,571

as we only consider phonon transmission across the interface,572

and not phonon scattering away from the interface. However,573

it is interesting to consider future work where both of these574
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processes are accounted for in a thermal boundary conduc-575

tance model. In fact, recent work by Thomas and Srivastava94
576

accounted for both interface scattering and three phonon an-577

harmonic scattering in the thermal transport in Si/Ge super-578

lattices using a semi-ab initio approach.95 Their calculated579

thermal boundary conductances across the interfaces in the580

Si/Ge superlattices exhibit trends more indicative of purely581

harmonic interactions, and they observed no increase in h582

with temperature as temperature increased approaching and583

exceeding the Ge and Si Debye temperatures. We posit two584

potential possibilities for the differences between these results585

by Thomas and Srivastava94 and those from the other works586

discussed here. Firstly, atomic potential and procedural dif-587

ferences between this semi-ab initio approach and the other588

aforementioned NEGF and MD studies will certainly play a589

strong role. Secondly, the work by Thomas and Srivastava94
590

are simulating a Si/Ge superlattice, and the interface spacing591

in the structure could be small enough that interface scatter-592

ing is dominating over intrinsic anharmonic scattering in the593

individual Si or Ge layers. Thus, if the aforementioned delo-594

calized phonon scattering events in our previous model69 were595

to play a role in thermal conductance across the Si/Ge inter-596

faces, then due to the high density of interfaces, the scattering597

processes at the Si/Ge interface could be dominating over de-598

localized scattering processes near the interface, which would599

lead to additional differences between the superlattice mod-600

eled by Thomas and Srivastava94 and the individual isolated601

interfaces that are modeled by NEGF and MD and discussed602

in the model in this work.603

A glaring shortcoming in our model validation approach604

above is the assumption of a gray Grüneisen parameter for Si605

and Ge. Our model developed in Eq. 9 is derived assuming606

spectrally mode dependent γk,j and input from experimental607

on Si and Ge. Thus, without knowledge of the spectral and608

modal dependence of γk,j , we can not fully validate our the-609

ory. Additionally, we can not rule discrepancies between our610

mode and the NEGF simulations based on the fact that Guo et611

al.’s50 assumed identical force constants and lattice spacings612

in their simulated Si and Ge systems. This different model613

input from what is assumed in the NEGF simulations would614

impact the calculated phononic properties, including our as-615

sumption of γ.90–93
616

Thus, to overcome this and show the general applicability617

of our quasi-harmonic theoretical model to predict hCL, we618

compare our theoretical predictions to hCL calculated from619

MD simulations for an interface comprised of two mass-620

mismatched Lennard-Jones (LJ) solids. All interatomic in-621

teractions in our MD simulations are described by the 6-12622

LJ potential, U(r) = 4ε[(σ/r)12 − (σ/r)6], where r is the623

interatomic separation, and σ and ε are the LJ length and en-624

ergy parameters, respectively. The potential is parameterized625

for Ar,96 where ε = 10.3 meV and σ = 3.4 Å. The phononic626

spectra mismatch resulting in an appreciable temperature drop627

(∆T ) at the interface between the LJ solids is introduced by628

setting the mass of one of the solids to be four times higher629

than that of LJ Ar. The size of the computational domain630

is set to 10a0×10a0×60a0, which ensures that the cross-631

sectional area and the length of the simulation domain have632
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FIG. 4. MD simulated thermal boundary conductance for mass-
heavy Ar/Ar interfaces compared to hCL predicted from our model
(Eq. 9). Without any adjustable parameters, our model for hCL cap-
tures the linear trend in thermal boundary conductance and agrees
well with the absolute values from the MD simulations; both val-
ues and trends in the MD results can not be captured with har-
monic thermodynamic-based theory, exemplified by our calculations
of hCL,H (Eq. 11).

negligible influence on the calculated hCL. We enforce peri-633

odic boundary conditions on the x- and y-directions, whereas634

fixed boundaries with four monolayers of atoms at each end635

are prescribed in the z-direction. The LJ-based structures are636

allowed to relax under the Nose-Hoover thermostat followed637

by an isothermal-isobaric ensemble for a total of 2 ns at 0 bar638

pressure. Following equilibration, we apply a heat flux across639

the computational domain in the z-direction and determine the640

∆T from the steady-state temperature profiles of the LJ solids641

calculated from the linear regression analysis. All MD simu-642

lations are performed with the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular643

Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) package.97 In order644

to calculate the phonon dispersions and the spectral Grüneisen645

parameters for our Ar and mass-heavy Ar solids, we utilize646

harmonic lattice dynamics (LD) calculations carried out with647

the General Utility Lattice Program (GULP).98 We then use648

ωk,j and γk,j calculated along the Γ → X direction from649

these LD simulations as direct input into our model for hCL,650

thus providing a more direct assessment of our model. Given651

the classical nature of the MD simulations, we use Eq. 9 to652

calculate hCL and qCL in Eq. 8 as input to calculate ζCL via653

Eq. 12.654

Figure 4 shows the MD simulated thermal boundary con-655

ductance for mass-heavy Ar/Ar interfaces compared to hCL656

predicted from our model. Without any adjustable parameters,657

our model for hCL captures the linear trend in thermal bound-658

ary conductance and agrees well with the absolute values from659

the MD simulations; both values and trends in the MD results660

can not be captured with harmonic thermodynamic-based the-661

ory, exemplified by our calculations of hCL,H (Eq. 11). While662

we certainly expect error in our predictions due to the assump-663

tion of a spherical/isotropic Brillouin zone, which is on the664

order of < 10% as addressed in Section III, we also expect665
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additional disagreement between our model and the MD re-666

sults based on our application and assumptions of the DMM667

transmission (which have been addressed in detail in prior668

works),48,81 and our assumption of a temperature independent669

Grüneisen parameter.670

To understand potential inaccuracies due to our assumption671

of an isotropic Brillouin zone and the use of the dispersion672

along the Γ → X direction, we repeat the calculations for673

hCL and hCL,H for the mass-heavy Ar/Ar interfaces using674

the dispersion along the Γ → K direction to represent the675

phonon density of states in the spherical Brillouin zone. The676

non-degenerate transverse branches and 6% larger Brillouin677

zone dimension along this direction of high symmetry make678

this comparison a pertinent test of uncertainty due to our as-679

sumed phonon dispersion to represent the density of states in680

the isotropic Brillouin zone. We plot the calculations of hCL681

normalized by hCL,H using both Γ → X and Γ → K in682

Fig. 5 (lines labeled as “X” and “K”, respectively) and com-683

pare these calculations to the data from Fig. 4 normalized to684

the lowest temperature data point. While the use of different685

phonon dispersions certainly changes the predicted magnitude686

of the quasi-harmonic contribution to the predicted thermal687

boundary conductance, the general temperature trends remain688

the same, and the agreement between the model and the MD689

simulations remain acceptable. Similarly, we test our assump-690

tion of using a temperature independent Grüneisen parameter691

by recalculating our model calculations for hCL normalized692

by hCL,H using the phonon dispersion along the Γ → X di-693

rection, but assuming 20% higher value for γk,j , consistent694

with the increase in γ that has been reported in solid Ar by Til-695

ford and Swenson.99 The results for this calculation are shown696

by the line labeled as “γ” in Fig. 5, and, similar to the result697

when we change the phonon dispersion, the general tempera-698

ture trends remain the same, and the agreement between the699

model and the MD simulations remain acceptable. This fur-700

ther supports that our quasi-harmonic formalism derived in701

this work can properly account for the phonon dynamics driv-702

ing the temperature dependent thermal boundary conductance703

in the classical limit.704

Finally, the relatively small disagreement between hCL,H705

and the MD results approaching 0 K in Fig. 4 could be due to706

assumptions related to the DMM formalism, and any shift in707

hCL,H to better agree with the low temperature limit of the708

MD results would result in even better agreement between709

our hCL calculations and the temperature dependent MD re-710

sults. For example, recent work by Thomas and Srivastava94
711

have studied thermal boundary conductance across interfaces712

in superlattices using a partially diffusive and partially spec-713

ular scattering assumption. They found that specular scatter-714

ing at interfaces as captured with an acoustic mismatch model715

(AMM)36,38 formalism can lead to a predicted thermal bound-716

ary conductance across these interfaces that decreases as com-717

pared to the DMM predictions. In this light, the diffusive718

assumption imposed in our DMM approach to calculating h719

could lead to an over prediction in our model as compared to720

the MD simulations in Fig. 4. Most likely, a similar partially721

diffusive-partially specular scattering assumption at interfaces722

coupled with non-local intrinsic phonon scattering and accu-723
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FIG. 5. MD simulated thermal boundary conductance for mass-
heavy Ar/Ar interfaces from Fig. 4 with values normalized to the
lowest temperature point as compared to model calculations of hCL

normalized by hCL,H. The solid line labeled “X” assumes a dis-
persion along the Γ → X direction, the dashed line labeled “K”
assumes a dispersion along the Γ → K direction, and the shorter-
dashed line assumes a dispersion along the Γ → X direction with a
20% increase in the Grüneisen parameter. While the use of different
phonon dispersions and increases in the Grüneisen parameter cer-
tainly changes the predicted magnitude of the quasi-harmonic con-
tribution to the predicted thermal boundary conductance, the general
temperature trends remain the same, and the agreement between the
model and the MD simulations remain acceptable.

rate phonon potentials and Brillouin zone dimensions, as de-724

tailed in the formalism outline for phonon transport in super-725

lattices by Thomas and Srivastava,94 would widen the general726

applicability of our quasi-harmonic thermal boundary conduc-727

tance model, and should be the focus of future works.728

V. CONCLUSIONS729

This work presents a theoretical model for phonon ther-730

mal boundary conductance across solid interfaces in the high731

temperature classical limit using quasi-harmonic thermody-732

namics, an approach that naturally accounts for phonon en-733

ergy density changes in a solid driven by thermal expansion.734

Our theory suggests that an increase in thermal boundary con-735

ductance with an increase in temperature above the Debye736

temperature is due to the volumetric energy density changes737

driven by anharmonic effects in the materials adjacent to the738

interface. Our model accounts for this through an additional739

quasi-harmonic term that includes the material’s Grüneisen740

parameter, γ. Materials with larger values of γ and thus larger741

thermal expansion coefficients will have increased contribu-742

tions from anharmonic processes in heat flow across interfaces743

and thus increased thermal boundary conductance in the clas-744

sical limit. In addition to our model predicting an increase745

in hCL with temperature, thus providing an explanation and746

model to predict the aforementioned NEGF and MD stud-747
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ies, our results also support the results from prior MD and748

anharmonic NEGF studies that suggest that inelastic scatter-749

ing effects on thermal boundary conductance are driven by750

phononic processes and anharmonicity in materials near the751

interface and not at the interface.30,50,55,68
752

The utility in this model also comes in its simplicity. The753

role of anharmonicity in hCL can be assessed through knowl-754

edge of bulk material properties of the materials comprising755

the interface. As a concluding example, assuming a Debye756

solid and a gray Grüneisen parameter, we can rewrite Eq. 9 as757

hCL =
kBN1N2

(
3m1v

2
1 + 16kBTγ

2
1

) (
3m2v

2
2 + 8kBTγ

2
2

)
32kBm2N1Tv2γ21 + 4m1v1 (3m2v2 (N1v1 +N2v2) + 8kBN2Tγ22)

. (13)

Given that γ = mv2α/kB, Eq. 13 provides a tractable and758

semi-quantitative method to predict the role of anharmonic-759

ity on the thermal boundary conductance across solid inter-760

faces at high temperatures with only knowledge of phonon761

velocity, density and thermal expansion coefficient. Thus, this762

model can help in screening materials for high interface den-763

sity composites to increase thermal conductance and mitigate764

temperature in a range of applications.765
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Appendix780

A more general form of the thermal boundary conductance781

that accounts for energy density changes via thermal expan-782

sion and applicable to any phonon dispersion and distribution783

is derived here. We begin with the phonon heat flux incident784

and perpendicular to the interface, given by785

q =
∑
j

∞∑
kx=−∞

∞∑
ky=−∞

∞∑
kz=0

Uk,jvkz,j (A.1)

Generalizing the expression for phonon internal energy786

from Eq. 7, Eq. A.1 becomes787

q = qH + qQH

=
∑
j

∞∑
kx=−∞

∞∑
ky=−∞

∞∑
kz=0

~ωk,jNωk,j ,T vkz,j

+

∑
j

∞∑
kx=−∞

∞∑
ky=−∞

∞∑
kz=0

~ωk,jNωk,j ,T γk,j
√
vkz,j

2

mn
∑
j

∞∑
kx=−∞

∞∑
ky=−∞

∞∑
kz=0

vkz,j

(A.2)

From this, the thermal boundary conductance becomes788
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h = hH + hQH

= ζ[∑
j

∞∑
kx=−∞

∞∑
ky=−∞

∞∑
kz=0

~ωk,j

∂Nωk,j ,T

∂T
vkz,j

+

2

∑
j

∞∑
kx=−∞

∞∑
ky=−∞

∞∑
kz=0

~ωk,jNωk,j ,T γk,j
√
vkz,j

∑
j

∞∑
kx=−∞

∞∑
ky=−∞

∞∑
kz=0

~ωk,j

∂Nωk,j ,T

∂T
γk,j
√
vkz,j


mn
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where, following Eq. 12, the transmission coefficient ζ is789

given by790

ζ =
q2

q1 + q2
(A.4)

where q is defined in Eq. A.3.791
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